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Elsner, John. "The System of Collecting." In The Cultures of Collecting. Cambridge, Mass.: 

Harvard University Press, 1994.

Jean Baudrillard's essay “The System of Collecting” discusses the passion with which we come to 

collect and possess items that have special significance for us. He calls these objects “the loved object”  

(Baudrillard, 7). He also talks about the difference between objects which are functional, and those 

which are “divested” of their function. Baudrillard writes that order for an individual to truly possess an 

object it must be cease to function as an “implement”, something that has a practical use. This  

practicality of function keeps the object from becoming abstract, and keeps it linked to the world-at-

large. Baudrillard feels abstraction is necessary for the individual to relate to and possess the object “as 

an autonomous totality outside the world”.

Response: 

Although I relate strongly to Baudrillard's point of view, there are examples in my own life of objects 

which I have collected, and possess, and which I have a deep passion for, that have both practical 

functionality and abstract associations for me. These objects are ceramic bowls and cast iron cookware, 

which I inherited from my grandmother. They are a primary part of my collection of things that carry 

beloved and poetic resonance for me. I use them daily; they provide me with comfort and a feeling of 

security that does not necessarily reflect my relationship with the “outside” world. 



Bois, Yve, and Rosalind E. Krauss. "Ray Guns." In Formless: A User's Guide. New York: Zone 

Books ;, 1997.

Eve-Alain Bois' “Ray Guns” essay discusses the trajectory of an art movement defined by collecting 

and recycling “trash” and transforming those objects into pop art. He begins by describing how the 

artist Dubuffet tried to “rehabilitate dirt” (Bois, 172), and attempting to infuse cast-off objects with 

new beauty. Bois then discusses the arrival of Claes Oldenburg to this art scene, and the ways in which 

he furthered the pop art movement. Oldenburg created “The Store” in his studio, a painstakingly 

rendered display of found objects that he re-contextualized for the viewer. The items is his store were 

all for sale, and would immediately be replaced by “new” pieces when an artwork was sold. Oldenburg 

is perhaps most famous for his Ray Gun series, which tackled dual interests of recycling and visual 

design, and according to Bois, took urban trash collecting to a whole new level.

Response: 

I am a die-hard “trash” collector, and found this essay to be inspiring and self-affirming. As an arts 

educator I have given countless workshops and classes featuring musical instruments that can be built 

at minimal or no cost from recycled and found materials. The finished percussion, string and wind 

instruments are playable, and also sculpturally beautiful in their execution and design. On several  

occasions the instruments have been displayed at museums and galleries (which may contradict 

Oldenberg's philosophy!); they have also provided an opportunity for thousands of children to possess 

and learn to play musical instruments that they designed and built themselves.



Merewether, Charles. "Hal Foster The Archival Impulse//2004." In The Archive. London: 

Whitechapel ;, 2006.

In “ The Archival Impulse”, Hal Foster talks about the role of the artist and the ongoing process in 

which artists “seek to make historical information, often lost or displaced, physically present” (Foster,  

143). Foster aptly describes this system of archival art as being “as much preproduction as 

postproduction”, and suggests that archival artists are attracted to the creative idea of making works 

that are unfinished, open-ended, “that might offer points of departure again”(Foster, 145).  He 

compares this organic process of “readymade” art-making to a rhizomic plant structure, where roots 

send out a system of horizontal and lateral branches from an underground stem. This way of working, 

Foster posits, may illustrate a rupture in contemporary world culture, defined by “a failure in cultural  

memory”(Foster, 146).

Response:

I feel as if I am a natural-born member of the archival art movement, and I am greatly attracted to  

Foster's comparison of artistic gestures to the movements of plants. After reading Foser's essay I realize 

that I experience each creative impulse rhizomically; each new work begins like a stem from which my 

ideas, curiosity, questions, concerns (and the impulse to communicate these things) grow continuously, 

peripherally and exponentially. “ The Archival Impulse” fed my imagination and my artistic process  

while working on “A Brief Study of Roots”, and it felt like kismet that I had chosen to focus on roots 

before reading Foster's essay. Foster's pairing of the rhizome with archival art is one of my biggest 

“aha” moments so far this semester.



Please note re: other online sites for Project #1 bibliography:

For my interdisciplinary project “A Brief Study of Roots” I researched and utilized many online sites,  

in order to collect materials and to expand my investigation outwards. Stefano Mancuso's TED talk 

"The Roots of Plant Intelligence" was extremely informative; his lecture and accompanying images 

helped me make connections concerning biological root studies. 

http://www.ted.com/talks/stefano_mancuso_the_roots_of_plant_intelligence

In addition, I found and utilized a variety of root-related images and information online; these materials  

became a part of the video I created for this project. These sites are all listed as citations in my Project  

#1 Response Paper.

http://www.ted.com/talks/stefano_mancuso_the_roots_of_plant_intelligence


"Dutch Profiles: Christien Meindertsma." FLOCKS. Accessed September 2, 2014. 

http://www.christienmeindertsma.com/index.php?/about/profile/. 

This web site offers a variety of Dutch artist Christien Meindertsma's works on video, documenting her 

approaches to “the life of products and raw materials”.  I studied two Ted talk videos of her artistic 

process including “ The Flax Project” and “PIG 05049”.  The Flax Project involved the seeding and 

growing of flax plants by a Dutch farmer; when the plants matured Meindertsma harvested the crop and 

created a range of specially designed textile products, which were exhibited at the Zeeuws Museum in 

2010. In PIG 05049 Meindertsma spent three years researching, cataloguing and photographing all of 

the commercial products that are produced by the body of one pig, culminating in a book showing 

impeccably rendered photographs of each of these by-products.

Response:

Seeing Christien Meindertsma's works was a revelation for me. After viewing her aesthetic 

accomplishments I thought: Why not act on all of our creative ideas, no matter how far-fetched or 

unusual they might seem? Meindertsma seems to approach her subjects with the healthy curiosity of 

a research scientist; the outcomes of her work surely must serve the scientific community in a concrete 

way, as well as contributing to artistic, agricultural and social areas of contemporary western culture.  

I would like her job! Or rather, her total commitment to her process inspires me to travel even further 

along the creative routes that seem most relevant (for myself as an artist) to examine in today's world.

http://www.christienmeindertsma.com/index.php?/about/profile/


Oldenburg, Claes. "I Am for an Art." 351-355. Vol. M71. New York: Stone Days: Documents 

from The Store (1961) and Ray Gun Theatre (1962), 1961.

"MoMA MULTIMEDIA." MoMA Claes Oldenburg. "Empire" ("Papa") Ray Gun. 1959. 

January 1, 2014.  http://www.moma.org/explore/multimedia/audios/357/4830.

I am combining these two references because they dove-tailed each other so well. Introduced by Guy 

Debord, Oldenburg's manifesto "I Am for an Art" is a delightful and life-affirming love letter to the 

creative impulse in all of us, in any way shape or form, at any time or place, in any social or political or  

private or public circumstance. Oldenburg has written an everyman and everywoman anthem to the 

artistic act, and its constant place in our lives. He is suggesting that every breath and action we take is  

“for the art”. Take any sentence or paragraph from this writing and you will find the common thread of 

humanity flowing through it:

Moma's Empire Papa Ray Gun site features Oldenburg narrating the method and meaning behind the 

Papa Ray Gun: Empire = NYC, Papa = “it looks like the father of many things. It's about magic, 

parodies of worshipping magic forms, tongue-in-cheek religious approach...annihilate illuminate.” As 

with  Meindertsma, I find myself infatuated with Oldenburg and his fearless, humorous, whimsical 

approach to his body of work. These aesthetic pathways are well-broken in by artists like Oldenburg, 

http://www.moma.org/explore/multimedia/audios/357/4830


while the brave new digital world seems to be gradually paving over tactile work. In being compelled 

towards the digital, how can we retain a sense of warmth in technology, reminiscent of Oldenburg and 

his contemporaries? Will the new moveable feast reside only on the flat screen? I am concerned that  

new generations will gradually (or not so gradually!) lose the thread of themselves as physical beings in 

motion, and will allow virtual objects to “blanket” them with 0's and 1's. What will become of us?



Alexander, Christopher. Notes on the Synthesis of Form. 5. Pr. ed. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 

Univ. Pr., 1970.

Christopher Alexander discusses the elements that are necessary for problem-solving, and the 

approaches one can take in creative designing solutions. He posits that initially you must generate a 

range of “possible alternative solutions symbolically” (Alexander, 74), and then use the same 

symbology for all of the possible solutions to the problem. Alexander also suggests that when trying to 

find solutions to design conundrums an individual lacks the inventiveness to accomplish this entirely 

on their own, requiring  “mechanical computations”. He goes further, saying that this binary of human 

intelligence and mechanical computation are required to work hand-in-glove. Alexander also briefly 

discusses set theory, and explains that “the elements of a set can be as abstract or as concrete as you 

like” (Alexander, 78). He explains how set theory can be utilized to create a mental picture of a 

problem, by “identifying its elements” (Alexander, 78); these elements then become symbols to be used 

in creating possible design solutions.

Response: 

I am reminded of a discussion I had with my husband several years ago, about “good examples of bad 

design.” He was taking a course for his MA in Media Studies, and was asked to give three examples of 

this phenomena. He chose the human knee, the plastic wrapping on CD jewel boxes, and the design of 

the course book itself, which was online, with light-grey text that was nearly impossible to read. With 

the obvious exception of the knee, how do contemporary designers get it so wrong so often? Is bad 

design intentional? I wonder if human beings come to depend too strongly on mechanical computation, 

and leave out the human quotient. Could this be out of laziness, or time + money crunch (the investors 

want it done NOW), or design problems within the mechanics itself? Humans build the machines, and 

human error is built into our biology (hence the knee, death, war etc). I am curious to see how this 

reading will inform my work in the Synthesis Project.



Waddington, C. H. "The Modular Principle and Biological Form." 20 -37. 1965-1966.

Waddington writes about modular units, how things evolve proportionally, how biological patterning 

combines with “linear rhythms” (Waddington, 7), and how this affects the growth of living organisms. 

He gives visual examples of these evolving, patterned modular units in the forms of microorganisms, 

shells, molluscs and coral, insects, textiles, the human body, fish and fowl. He demonstrates how 

growth rates in various organisms affects their proportions in terms of head or beak size, and explains 

how sexual maturity can transform a living organism in dramatic physiological ways. He defines linear 

rhythm as “the fusion of sameness and novelty; so that the whole never loses the essential novelty of 

their detail” (Waddington, 4).

Response: 

As a composer I am fascinated by Waddington's explanation of rhythm, in relation to the evolution of 

biological or aesthetically (human crafted) modular units. This definition is a wonderful way to 

reconsider the patterning of rhythm in a musical context. His description essentially parallels the core  

meaning of musical rhythmic patterns, but adds the elegant notion that the pattern itself, as a novelty, is  

embedded in the wholeness of the module, or cloth, or organism, or material, further linking and 

connecting these elements themselves into groups, families, units. Everything is connected; musicians,  

artists, scientists, philosophers instinctually know this. When we recognize a thing, it is because we 

have recognized that thing in other contexts; we are simply seeing or experiencing the repetition of that  

thing in another thing. 



Holyoak, Keith James, and Paul Thagard. Mental Leaps Analogy in Creative Thought. 

Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995.

In “The Web of Culture” Paul Thagard writes that the glue holding social groups together “is 

constructed from shared belief and feelings, knowledge of a common history, and a sense of place in 

the natural and social world” (Thagard, 211). He lists common analogies in cultural groups based on 

shared ritual, myths, local stories and literature, that provide connections and opportunities for social  

communication. He cites the Japanese tea house as a metaphor linking social practice to nature, a place  

where “etiquette becomes a vehicle for artistry” (Thagard, 212). He also compares metaphor to 

metonymy, which involves a substitution, rather than a symbolic abstraction of a thing, remarking that  

the latter, metaphor, “lends itself to calculated ambiguity” (Thagard, 214).

Response:

It is the elegant, poetic quality of Paul Thagard's essay that most attracts me; the meditative, hushed 

quality of the tea ceremony, where “the usual differences of social power are suppressed” and 

“participants symbolically make themselves one with the natural world” (Thagard, 212). This 

experience of oneness he describes reminds me of Spaulding Gray's stories of the perfect moment, that 

rare, joyful, quietly ecstatic instant when the obstructed universe falls away and we experience pure 

happiness, contentment, peace. Is this what we seek when we ask forgiveness? To step away from the 

busy thoroughfare onto a road lass traveled? To move from the relentless grind of social niceties to a 

place where etiquette truly does become a vehicle for artistry?



Karrer, Lisa. "Forgiveness in a Religious Universe: Interpreting Amish Doctrine." 

Academia.edu. November 25, 2012. Accessed November 20, 2014. 

https://www.academia.edu/5899484/Forgiveness_in_a_Religious_Universe_Interpreting_Amish_

Doctrine.

I wrote this paper during my BA studies at Empire State College. With Professor Alan Mandell, I 

created a course titled “Thinking About Society: Altruism, Religion and Mythology in Contemporary 

America”. I focused on Mormon, Hasid, Christian and Amish fundamentalist practices, comparing their 

internal communities, how they function or dysfunction on a daily basis, how they maintain themselves 

in a democratic society, and their societal impact on the outside world. My main interest (stemming 

from other studies) was the role altruism plays in these communities, how fundamentalist strictures 

affect the individuals's biological imperative for self-survival and kin-survival, and the types of schisms 

these seemingly opposing forces can produce. Reviewing this essay for FORGIVENESS led me to the 

outside world for Synthesis Map A, to examine how forgiveness works or doesn't work in the private, 

public, financial, religious, commercial and political sectors. 

Response:

If I didn't have the calling as an artist, I would love to re-invent myself as a social scientist. I am so 

engaged by these studies! Given the luxury of time and money, I would make art and take courses in 

social science and behavioral science, in game theory and psychology, in my own time and with linking 

goals to on-going art projects. This would be paradise for me. During my art career I have created 

works in collaboration with scientists, and for several years performed and toured a multimedia work 

based on the life of Charles Darwin; these experiences have only whetted my appetite for prolonged 

research. Unfortunately our culture doesn't see artists as servants of the community, there is no golden 

parachute for most of us other than hard-won commissions, laudable but low-paying jobs in education, 

or full-time work in time-consuming day jobs. Is resignation the same as forgiveness? Probably not.

https://www.academia.edu/5899484/Forgiveness_in_a_Religious_Universe_Interpreting_Amish_Doctrine
https://www.academia.edu/5899484/Forgiveness_in_a_Religious_Universe_Interpreting_Amish_Doctrine


Bowers, Michelle. "Creating Visual Messages." 47-61. Chap 4. (please note I could not locate book  

or publisher for this assigned reading)

Michelle Bowers clear and organized chapter on visual messengering was a good primer for Professor 

Smith's Synthesis Mapping project. She wrote about “conceptualization and ideation” (Bowers, 45) and 

discussed how in using these two elements, it is up to the individual artist (and their own process) to 

combine them in either linear or nonlinear arrangements. Bowers also delineated and clarified the 

notions of concept and function, and how function: “a form's practical, spiritual, cultural or personal 

purpose”  follows concept: “a thought, notion or idea upon which a project is based”. (Bowers, 51) 

Preceding these things is instinct or intuition, upon which “all methodologies and process” are based.

Response: 

I found Bowers writing and images re: Thinking Maps to be very helpful during my creative process 

for Project #2. Her images of Eames Furniture thinking maps made sense to me; I was able to transfer 

this type of graphic diagramming to my own synthesis work when transitioning from map A to map B. 

This step of the project was a challenge. Maps have always intimidated me; I find them impenetrable  

and mysterious. When driving to an unfamiliar place I always take the wheel while my husband reads 

the map. Also, visual art is not my first aesthetic form. I am a live performer and vocalist, composer,  

video artist, director and producer, and spent many years as a clown and physical performer. Though I 

am accustomed to scripts, musical scores, lighting design grids and storyboards, I am relatively new to 

diagrams and the concepts related to visual art. I find it fascinating, but it is a learning curve for me.



FORGIVENESS SITE LIST 

Professor Smith confirmed that for this section of the bibliography, it is acceptable to list and credit the  

online sites I utilized for the FORGIVENESS synthesis map A (please see description and response at  

the end)

1.3 Private/Stereotypical   ZOOM http://everydaylife.globalpost.com/DM-

Resize/photos.demandstudios.com/getty/article/139/193/COU_084.jpg?

w=600&h=600&keep_ratio=1&webp=1   

1.5 Private/Allegorical Tracy Chapman/Baby Can I Hold You http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=_nPJ3bEFhoM  

2.1 Public/Objective  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPxwKS12TXE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEmjwR0Rs20 Clinton

2.2  Public/Analytical 

http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,1913028_1913030_1913018,00.html 

2.3  Public/Stereotypical http://www.upworthy.com/30-seconds-of-women-over-apologizing-followed-

by-30-seconds-of-them-so-destroying-that-stereotype Women Apologizing

2.4  Public/ Idealized  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1CqCxR_IVo   Ahmed Bukhatir

2.5  Public/Allegorical  http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/tag/forgiveness Oscar Wilde

2.6  Public/ Personal http://popwatch.ew.com/2014/06/27/the-art-of-the-public-apology/ Paula Deen

3.2  Institutional/Analytical    Amish essay http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2439492/Amish-

school-massacre-shooters-wife-Marie-Monville-says-Charlie-Roberts-getting-Lord.html 

3.4  Institutional/ Idealized  http://beta.mormon.org/portraits/kristy-on-forgiveness.html  Kristy Glass 

Forgiveness 

3.5  Institutional/Allegorical  http://beautifultrouble.org/case/dow-chemical-apologizes-for-bhopal/ fake 

apology w/ ZOOM 

3.6  Institutional/ Personal   http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/06/magazine/can-forgiveness-play-a-

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/06/magazine/can-forgiveness-play-a-role-in-criminal-justice.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://beautifultrouble.org/case/dow-chemical-apologizes-for-bhopal/
http://beta.mormon.org/portraits/kristy-on-forgiveness.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2439492/Amish-school-massacre-shooters-wife-Marie-Monville-says-Charlie-Roberts-getting-Lord.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2439492/Amish-school-massacre-shooters-wife-Marie-Monville-says-Charlie-Roberts-getting-Lord.html
http://popwatch.ew.com/2014/06/27/the-art-of-the-public-apology/
http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/tag/forgiveness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1CqCxR_IVo
http://www.upworthy.com/30-seconds-of-women-over-apologizing-followed-by-30-seconds-of-them-so-destroying-that-stereotype
http://www.upworthy.com/30-seconds-of-women-over-apologizing-followed-by-30-seconds-of-them-so-destroying-that-stereotype
http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,1913028_1913030_1913018,00.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEmjwR0Rs20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPxwKS12TXE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nPJ3bEFhoM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nPJ3bEFhoM
http://everydaylife.globalpost.com/DM-Resize/photos.demandstudios.com/getty/article/139/193/COU_084.jpg?w=600&h=600&keep_ratio=1&webp=1
http://everydaylife.globalpost.com/DM-Resize/photos.demandstudios.com/getty/article/139/193/COU_084.jpg?w=600&h=600&keep_ratio=1&webp=1
http://everydaylife.globalpost.com/DM-Resize/photos.demandstudios.com/getty/article/139/193/COU_084.jpg?w=600&h=600&keep_ratio=1&webp=1


role-in-criminal-justice.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0 Can Forgiveness Play a Role in Criminal Justice?

4.1 Commercial/Objective https://journey.forgivenesschallenge.com/end-user-agreement/ 

4.2 Commercial/Analytical http://www.taxdefensenetwork.com/tax-debt/irs-debt-forgiveness/?

utm_medium=PPC&utm_term=tax%20forgiveness

%20program&network=GoogleAdWordsSearch&utm_source=Google&utm_matchtype=b&utm_creati

ve=53141662510&utm_contentdomain=&utm_randomid=6610850711000821931&utm_experimentid

=&utm_paramservice1=&utm_paramservice2=&utm_sitelinkscopy=[name]&utm_location=usa&crtag

=tdn&utm_campaign=TDN-Phrase&utm_content=AdGroup-

Forgiveness&jadid=53141662510&jap=1t3&jk=tax%20forgiveness

%20program&jkId=8a8ae4cd48f4bc880148f4c2d2d10024&jmt=1_b_&jp=&js=1&jsid=33396&jt=1&

gclid=COjLj7uioMECFRJp7Aod2CcAyw Debt Relief

4.3 Commercial/Stereotypical http://www.studentloanforgivenessplans.org/?

gclid=CN_jutSjoMECFW4F7AodRBAAuw Student Loan Forgiveness

4.4 Commercial/Idealized   Total Forgiveness book http://www.christianbook.com/total-forgiveness-

revised-and-updated/r-t-kendall/9781599791760/pd/791760?kw=total

%20forgiveness&mt=b&dv=c&event=PPCSRC&p=1018818&gclid=Cj0KEQjwn4iiBRDFh76wlfCVu

YABEiQAwWJ1IrbvBW5CjHg3ta9_oL6xR9qBQsnUbXS5OOsArWALWnEaAqkr8P8HAQ 

4.5 Commercial/Allegorical Film with Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn 

http://myfavoritewesterns.com/the-unforgiven/ 

4.6 Commercial/Personal Sleepys and ZOOM  http://www.sleepys.com/sleepys-promise.html?

fdid=sleepys-advantage 

5.2Global/ Analytical http://www.theguardian.com/world/iran-blog/2014/jan/14/irans-leaders-need-to-

forgive-the-great-satan-to-move-forward-analysis 

http://ontrackwithgod.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/wurmbrand-212.jpg love your enemy

5.3 Global/Stereotypical Global Forgiveness Day http://www.ceca.cc/global_forgiveness_day/ 

http://www.ceca.cc/global_forgiveness_day/
http://ontrackwithgod.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/wurmbrand-212.jpg
http://www.theguardian.com/world/iran-blog/2014/jan/14/irans-leaders-need-to-forgive-the-great-satan-to-move-forward-analysis
http://www.theguardian.com/world/iran-blog/2014/jan/14/irans-leaders-need-to-forgive-the-great-satan-to-move-forward-analysis
http://www.sleepys.com/sleepys-promise.html?fdid=sleepys-advantage
http://www.sleepys.com/sleepys-promise.html?fdid=sleepys-advantage
http://myfavoritewesterns.com/the-unforgiven/
http://www.christianbook.com/total-forgiveness-revised-and-updated/r-t-kendall/9781599791760/pd/791760?kw=total%20forgiveness&mt=b&dv=c&event=PPCSRC&p=1018818&gclid=Cj0KEQjwn4iiBRDFh76wlfCVuYABEiQAwWJ1IrbvBW5CjHg3ta9_oL6xR9qBQsnUbXS5OOsArWALWnEaAqkr8P8HAQ
http://www.christianbook.com/total-forgiveness-revised-and-updated/r-t-kendall/9781599791760/pd/791760?kw=total%20forgiveness&mt=b&dv=c&event=PPCSRC&p=1018818&gclid=Cj0KEQjwn4iiBRDFh76wlfCVuYABEiQAwWJ1IrbvBW5CjHg3ta9_oL6xR9qBQsnUbXS5OOsArWALWnEaAqkr8P8HAQ
http://www.christianbook.com/total-forgiveness-revised-and-updated/r-t-kendall/9781599791760/pd/791760?kw=total%20forgiveness&mt=b&dv=c&event=PPCSRC&p=1018818&gclid=Cj0KEQjwn4iiBRDFh76wlfCVuYABEiQAwWJ1IrbvBW5CjHg3ta9_oL6xR9qBQsnUbXS5OOsArWALWnEaAqkr8P8HAQ
http://www.studentloanforgivenessplans.org/?gclid=CN_jutSjoMECFW4F7AodRBAAuw
http://www.studentloanforgivenessplans.org/?gclid=CN_jutSjoMECFW4F7AodRBAAuw
http://www.taxdefensenetwork.com/tax-debt/irs-debt-forgiveness/?utm_medium=PPC&utm_term=tax%20forgiveness%20program&network=GoogleAdWordsSearch&utm_source=Google&utm_matchtype=b&utm_creative=53141662510&utm_contentdomain=&utm_randomid=6610850711000821931&utm_experimentid=&utm_paramservice1=&utm_paramservice2=&utm_sitelinkscopy=[name]&utm_location=usa&crtag=tdn&utm_campaign=TDN-Phrase&utm_content=AdGroup-Forgiveness&jadid=53141662510&jap=1t3&jk=tax%20forgiveness%20program&jkId=8a8ae4cd48f4bc880148f4c2d2d10024&jmt=1_b_&jp=&js=1&jsid=33396&jt=1&gclid=COjLj7uioMECFRJp7Aod2CcAyw
http://www.taxdefensenetwork.com/tax-debt/irs-debt-forgiveness/?utm_medium=PPC&utm_term=tax%20forgiveness%20program&network=GoogleAdWordsSearch&utm_source=Google&utm_matchtype=b&utm_creative=53141662510&utm_contentdomain=&utm_randomid=6610850711000821931&utm_experimentid=&utm_paramservice1=&utm_paramservice2=&utm_sitelinkscopy=[name]&utm_location=usa&crtag=tdn&utm_campaign=TDN-Phrase&utm_content=AdGroup-Forgiveness&jadid=53141662510&jap=1t3&jk=tax%20forgiveness%20program&jkId=8a8ae4cd48f4bc880148f4c2d2d10024&jmt=1_b_&jp=&js=1&jsid=33396&jt=1&gclid=COjLj7uioMECFRJp7Aod2CcAyw
http://www.taxdefensenetwork.com/tax-debt/irs-debt-forgiveness/?utm_medium=PPC&utm_term=tax%20forgiveness%20program&network=GoogleAdWordsSearch&utm_source=Google&utm_matchtype=b&utm_creative=53141662510&utm_contentdomain=&utm_randomid=6610850711000821931&utm_experimentid=&utm_paramservice1=&utm_paramservice2=&utm_sitelinkscopy=[name]&utm_location=usa&crtag=tdn&utm_campaign=TDN-Phrase&utm_content=AdGroup-Forgiveness&jadid=53141662510&jap=1t3&jk=tax%20forgiveness%20program&jkId=8a8ae4cd48f4bc880148f4c2d2d10024&jmt=1_b_&jp=&js=1&jsid=33396&jt=1&gclid=COjLj7uioMECFRJp7Aod2CcAyw
https://journey.forgivenesschallenge.com/end-user-agreement/
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/06/magazine/can-forgiveness-play-a-role-in-criminal-justice.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0


5.4 Global/Idealized http://ontrackwithgod.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/wurmbrand-212.jpg  

5.5 Global/Allegorical  Invictus film https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHqi6ZB_F0U 

5.6 Global/Personal My Father, the good Nazi  http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/7d6214f2-b2be-11e2-8540-

00144feabdc0.html#axzz3FhjUEH5g  

In conducting my research for FORGIVENESS synthesis map A and B I turned to the internet. My 

rhizomic searches brought me to a range of sites that were appalling, ridiculous, tragic, depressing, 

touching, hilarious and fascinating. There is nothing too private for the internet; as a flat screen world it  

subsumes and displays every possible aspect of human experience and expression. And though I use it 

daily, and am thankful for the instant access it provides in terms of finding pertinent information, I find 

it disturbing, overwhelming and easily addictive. I imagine many people use the internet as their  

primary masturbatory device, literally and figuratively. At first, the process of gathering 30 map A 

materials seemed to bring me farther and farther away from an initial sense of meaning in my project.  

As the synthesis process continued into map B, I began to get a sense of my aesthetic direction and 

began to discern the shape and container I wished to work with. 

Response: 

I have never used visual or audio materials other than my own (or my colleagues) in my 

video/performance works, and I was curious to see how I might use online images and sound. I am 

beginning to study copyright law in another DIAP course, and one big concern is how I would go about 

gaining permission to use these audio samples if the work were to be commissioned in a gallery or 

performance space. As a composer and CD producer I have licensed and paid for permission to 

re-arrange pre-existing music from composers and their legal representatives. How would I go about 

securing permission for these many audio samples? How much could it cost to license the samples? Is 

it legally necessary to license or obtain permission to use them in a public performance, or is it  

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/7d6214f2-b2be-11e2-8540-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3FhjUEH5g
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/7d6214f2-b2be-11e2-8540-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3FhjUEH5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHqi6ZB_F0U
http://ontrackwithgod.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/wurmbrand-212.jpg


acceptable to provide citations in the program? In a college setting we are allowed to work with these 

materials, but I suspect it would be much more complicated to utilize them in professional settings. 


